Great Lakes announces opening of Electronic Trading Terminal

Great Lakes Institute of Management announced the commencement of Stock Trading terminal at its ECR Campus on 26th December 2009. The Trading Centre was inaugurated by Dr. Shyam Sunder, James L. Frank Professor of Accounting, Economics and Finance, Yale School of Management. The occasion was also graced by the presence of Dr. Bala Balachandran, Dean, Great Lakes Institute of Management, Professor Vaidy Jayaram of University of Miami and Professor Shiva Sivaramakrishnan of University of Houston.

In an inspiring talk, Professor Shyam Sunder, stressed the difference between substance and appearance and said that the terminal will give an opportunity to the students to put their knowledge to practical application. Uncle Bala emphasized that the Trading Terminal would be a boon to the students with Finance Majors from the Institute and act as a stepping stone to successful careers. The trading terminal will have live feeds from the Stock Markets which will allow students to get hands on experience of trading. Various companies' financial reports and technical charts tracking stock movements will give the students a golden opportunity to learn the intricacies of capital markets. It will provide a 360 degree view of the capital markets ranging from forex markets to bond markets and from equity markets to latest market news, thus helping students to be abreast with the latest happenings. Apart from significant experience in wealth management and investment the terminal will also allow students to earn some capital gains.